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This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. 
Operation is subject to the following two conditions: 
(1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and 
(2) this device must accept any interference received, 
including interference that may cause undesired operation.
  
This equipment complies with FCC radiation exposure 

limits set forth for an uncontrolled environment. 
This equipment should be installed and operated with 
minimum distance 20cm between the radiator & your body.
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This equipment should be installed and operated with minimum distance 20cm between the radiator & your body.
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Front View and Rear View

Turntable and Function Panel

Location of Controls
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1. Turntable platter

2. Turntable center spindle

3. 45 RPM adapter

4. Lever

5. Tone arm holder

6. LINE IN jack

7. Speed selector

8. Function knob

9. Tone arm

11. Indicators

12. HEADPHONE jack

13. Stylus
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17. DC IN jack

18. LINE OUT jacks

14. Metallic buckle

15. Handle

16. Speakers

10.Power ON-OFF/
Volume knob
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INDICATOR

DC IN
DC      9V,1000mA
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Operation

2. Plug the AC/DC Adapter into a conveniently located AC outlet having AC 100-240V~, 50/60Hz.

AC outlet

AC/DC Adapter

To the DC IN jack on the rear of the unit.

Power Source

1. Connect the small plug from the supplied AC/DC Adaptor to the DC IN jack on the rear of unit.

Notes:
~   This AC/DC Adaptor is intended to be correctly orientated in a vertical or floor mount position.

~   For saving energy, if long period of time will not use the unit. Unplug the AC/DC Adaptor from wall outlet.

1. Open the top cover as the illustrated follows:

2. Connected the unit to AC power as instructed earlier. 

3. Turn the Power ON/OFF--Volume knob clockwise to power on the unit and set the volume to the desired level. 
The indicator will illuminate.

4. Turn the Function selector to the desired position.

5. When finished listening, turn the Power ON/OFF--Volume knob counterclockwise until “Click”
 is heard to shut off the unit. The indicators will not light.

6. Close the cover then lock it.
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General Operation:
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Listening through Bluetooth

In first time use or re-pairing to a new BT Device, pairing it as below:

3. Plays the music in the paired BT Device as usual.

Notes:

Pairing code “0000” or “1234” may need to enter. 

3. Plays the music in the paired BT Device as usual.

4. During playback, using the control buttons on the paired cell phone to skip the tracks; pause; play...etc.

1. Power on the unit and turn the Function selector to BT position as the instructed earlier. The color of indicator will turn 
 to Blue and blink.

2. Power on the external BT Device and enter to BT searching mode. Start pairing as the on screen instructions on the 
external BT Device. After paired, the Blue indicator will stop blinking, the tone sound of connected will hear. 
(For details pairing procedures, please refer to the user’s manual of your BT device.).

When the external BT player searched the unit, our model number “CD698” will appear on the display of external
 BT Device.

1. Power on the unit and turn the Function selector to the BT position as the instructed earlier. The color of indicator will
 turn to Blue and blink. 

2. Wait a few seconds until the unit auto paired to the external BT Device. (The Blue indicator will stop blinking, the 
tone sound of connected will be heard).
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(BT) Bluetooth:

Normal operation after paired:
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Listening a Record

1. In first time use, take off the protective cover from the stylus as the illustrated below:

2. Place the Record on the center spindle. 

3. Slide the Speed selector to 33; 45 or 78 to match the play speed of the record.

4. Unlock the Tone Arm from the holder as the illustrated below:
 

clip

Note: If you are playing a 45 RPM Single (small size record), place the supplied 45 RPM 

5. Power on the unit and turn the Function selector to the PHONO position as the instructed

6. Raise the Lever to raising the Tone Arm then move it to the top of the desired location

7. When finished playback, the unit will auto stop turning (or you wants to stop immediately); 

adapter to the center spindle 
then place the record on it.

 earlier. The color of 
 indicator will turn to Red.

raise the Lever to rising
 the Tone Arm then put it back to the Holder.

 of the record. Release the
 Lever to put the Tone Arm onto the record. Plays will auto start. 
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Plastic protective cover (White color)

 Release the Lever then lock the Tone Arm on the Holder.
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LINE IN:

Mobile Phone

To the Line In/AUX In 
jacks on the external
 Audio Amplifier 

Other Connections

(Audio Connection Cable supplied) 

(Connection Cable  not included) 

To LINE IN jack on the unit

Connect to the Phones; AUX Out;
Line Out Jack of the external devices

 (Such like MP3 Player; cell phones; 
 iPod/iPad ... etc)

LINE OUT:

To the Line In/AUX In 
jacks on the external

RedWhite

HEADPHONE:

For private listening, connect the 3.5mm plug from the 
Earphone/Headphone (not supplied) into the HEADPHONE 
jack on the top of unit. Sound from speakers will be auto cut. 

To listening from external Audio Amplifier:
1. Connect one end of the RCA Audio Connection Cable 

(not supplied) to the Line IN Jacks or AUX IN Jacks on  
the external Audio Amplifier.

2. Connect the other end of the cable to the LINE OUT  
jacks on the rear of unit as the illustrated below:

3. Power on the unit and plays music as usual as the 
instructed earlier. 

4. Power on the external Audio Amplifier and set it to
 LINE IN mode to plays the music from this unit.

Listen music from the external Audio Player as follows:
1. Connect one end of the supplied Audio Connection 

Cable to the Phones Jack; Line Out Jack or AUX Out 
Jack on the external Audio Player.

2. Connect the other end to the LINE IN Jack on the top 
of unit as the illustrated below:

3. Power on the unit and turn the Function selector to 
 the LINE IN position as the instructed earlier. The 
color of indicator will turn to Purple.

4. Plays the music on the connected external Audio
 Player as usual.

Note: Make sure the volume level of the external Audio 
Player was set to high. Otherwise, sound from
 this unit may weak.
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 Audio Amplifier 

DC IN
DC      9V,1000mA
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Records Handling

Replace the stylus

then pull it out as the illustrated below: 
2. Install the new stylus as illustrated below:1. Use a screwdriver (not supplied) to push the stylus off 

Guide Pins (inside)
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label grooves

edge

Do not touch the record's grooves. Only handle records, by the edges or the label. Make sure your hands are clean. Skin
oils from even clean hands can leave a residue on the record surface that will gradually deteriorate the quality of your 
record.

Keep your hands away from dust. Keep them in a cool, dry place.

To avoid dust and scratches, keep records in their sleeves and jackets when not in use.

Store records upright on their edges. Records stored horizontally will eventually bend and ward.

Do not expose records to direct sunlight or high humidity and temperature. Long exposure to high temperatures will will warp
the record.

Do not store your records in the trunk of your car. The temperature in a closed trunk can ruin your collection.

Store records in an area with a stable temperature an dlow humidity.

Should the record become dirty, gently wipe the surface in a circular motion, using a soft anti-static cloth.

If the stylus was abrased after long time use, replace it by the supplied extra style as follows:
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Troubleshooting Guide
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SPECIFICATIONS AND ACCESSORIES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE
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General Specifications

Accessories
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Craig warrants this product to be free from manufacturing defects in material and
workmanship under normal use for a period of 90 days from date of purchase. If service
is required, please return the product to the store where it was purchased for exchange;
or, pack the unit in the original packing material with all accessories if applicable, a copy
of your sales receipt and a Cashier’s check or Money Order for $12 (to cover shipping
and handling costs) payable to Craig Electronics Inc. For consumers in Canada, please
make sure that the cashier check or money order is redeemable through a U.S. bank.
Ship your product freight pre-paid. Your unit will be repaired, replaced or if the unit can
not be repaired or replaced, a refund will be forwarded to you within four weeks of receipt
of your unit. Please ship your unit to:

Craig Electronics Inc.
1160 NW 163 Drive

Miami, Fl 33169

This warranty is void if the product has been: a) Used in a commercial application or 
rental. b) Damaged through misuse, negligence, or abuse. c) Modified or repaired by 
anyone other than an authorized Craig service center. d) Damaged because it is 
improperly connected to any other equipment.
Note: This warranty does not cover: a) Ordinary adjustments as outlined in the Owner’s 
Manual which can be performed by the customer. b) Damage to equipment not properly 
connected to the product. c) Any cost incurred in shipping the product for repair. d) 
Damage to the product not used in the USA.

This warranty is not transferable and only applies to the original purchase. Any implied 
warranties, including the warranty of merchantability, are limited in duration to the period 
of this expressed warranty and no warranty whether expressed or implied shall apply to 
the product thereafter.

Under no circumstance shall Craig be liable for any loss or consequential damage arising 
out of the use of this product. This warranty gives specific legal rights. However, you may 
have other rights which may vary from state to state. Some states do not allow limitations 
on implied warranties or exclusion of consequential damage. Therefore, these 
restrictions may not apply to you.

To Obtain Service on your Product
email:service@craigelectronics.com

Printed in China CD698_WC_E0CL1_B0WU

LIMITED WARRANTY
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